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T H E TWO BOOKS, How 1 Br:cam~ a Christian and lapan and the Japanese 
by Uchimura KanzCi were originally intended to advocate the cause of 

Japan to the '''estern world but found an audience far different from what 
their author had expected. They now occupy a respected place in the lit· 
erature of his own people though they remain rdatively unknown among 
the audience for whom he originaIly wrote. 

Uchimura was a Christian convert who flourished as an essayist and 
teacher in Japan from the 1890's until his death in 1930. His copious popular 
works on ethics and exegesis of the Bible are frequently reprinted and sold, 
while many of those who studied under him as young men have since 
World War II occupied positions of influence in molding Japan's new lib· 
eral institutions. Among these, two presidents of Tokyo University and the 
Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of Japan have attributed their own moral 
stature to Uchimura's influence and are famous as his disciples. 

Neither Uchimura's writings nor what his disciples say about his in
fluence provide an easy answer to one who wishes to understand why he 
remains so influential. In fact, it is two acts rather than any of his writings 
or statements which history remembers most vividly. His refusal to bow be
fore the Imperial Rescript on Education in IB9r and his decision to become 
a pacifist in 1903 in the face of Japan's imminent declaration of war are seen 
as outstanding examples of the democratic conscience in action. That he in 
his life demonstrated how conscience should be one's guide comes perhaps 
as close as anyone-sentence summary could to a correct evaluation of his 
historical contribution, but it does not explain why these acts seem so sig
nificant. 

A cquaintance over a number of years with many of those whom 
Ucrumura deeply influenced and with Uchimura's own works leads to the 
conclusion that he lives on in Japanese history for reasons not inunediatdy 
connected with these two acts alone. They impress his fellows as important 
because in them, as in his written works, he faced problems which deeply per
plexed them. Japanese readers who feel great indebtedness to him often im
ply that he dealt with problems which they themselves felt but could not 
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even articulate, much less discuss with others. His early works, those fin. 
ished before he became a pacifist at the age of forty-two, contain a particu
larly high ratio of such material. 

That these works speak so persuasively at this level explains in part why 
standard scholarly conceptualizations prove so unwieldy in dealing with 
Uchimura. A method which has not so far been applied, but is attempted 
here, is to examine Uchimura's works in terms of his personality and the 
problems which his readers felt they shared with him. 

The events of Uchimura's childhood and youth forced him to deal as an 
individual with a number of the concerns which were to vex other Japanese 
at least until very recent times. One of the most troubling was the whole 
range of factors involved in relations with the West. Until 1868, the Japanese: 
had existed relatively content and prosperous unto themselves. When they 
looked abroad, they looked to China. Though they had to admit they owed 
much to China, the inferior status which this recognition implied rested 
upon a secure relationship determined by generations of advantageous 
intercourse. No such precedent existed for relations with the West. The 
West's military forces threatened Japan's political independence; its traders 
threatened economic integrity; and its intellectual and spiritual tradition 
threatened cultural and personal integrity. 

Uchimura's whole childhood and youth had been molded by the changes 
that followed the Restoration. When he was seven the troops of both the 
Tokugawa and the Imperial fo rces had passed within a short distance of his 
home. The events which accompanied the accession of the new govern
ment to power cut short his father's promising career so that full responsi
bility for the family devolved in his sixtee.nth year onto Kan:ro's frail 
shoulders. His father's inability to provide for the family seems to have ag
gravated the insecurities of his mother. She became domineering and pos
sessive; perhaps as a result, not until his thirties was Ucrumura capable of 
a mature relationship with women. All of these conditions which so affected 
him personally, he could later reason, arose at least partially because of the 
Western incursion which had brought on the Restoration. 

At an early age he determined to orient his career around the conse
quences of this incursion. He took up the study of English in the hope that 
it would train him for government service. As part of a normal progression 
in preparation for this career, he went to study in the new agricultural col .. 
lege in Sapporo, Hokkaido. Here he became a Christian, and he later re
membered his conversion experience as one of the major traumas of his 
life. Upon graduation from college he entered the government, but found 
that his new Western orientation made him a misfit in a society which re-
mained traditional. He tried to find happiness in to a girl who, 
like himself, had been converted. His parents only consented 
to the match, and his momer did not get along her 
Tak~. After a few months Kanz5 became convinced that Take 
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fa ithful -and sent her home. He refused her pleas for reconciliation. Em
barrassed by the criticism of f riends after the divorce, he fled to the United 
States where he supposed he would find freedom from the provincial con
strain ts of heathen-it is hi s word-Japan among fellow believers. But his 
experience there convinced him he could not find happiness as an equal 
among the Americans, so he returned home after he had made a number 
of fr iends about a generation his senior. One of them, David C. Bell, re
mained a spiritual advisor throughout Uchimura's life. In Japan, Uchi
mura's refusal to bow before the Imperial Rescript because of his Christian 
scruples cost him the possibility of any further carreer in government. He 
then slowly fused together the elements of a new career by writing works 
which reflected to a large degree his own experience. 

Uchimura's two major English-language works drew on these experi
ences to form narratives which in Japanese translation spoke eloquently to 
his countrymen. The Japanese found them interesting because they dealt, 
even though indirectly, with the problems which the incursion of the West 
had introduced into their own personal lives. Uchimura's stated aim when 
he wrote the two books for foreigners was to set before them facts which he 
felt they should know about Japan. In H ow I Became a Christian he used 
his own experience to picture the suffering which conversion introduced 
into the life of a convert. In Japan and the Japanese he used selected bi
ographies of leading Japanese to show that Japan in its past had also enjoyed 
the leadership of individuals who shared the moral rectitude that Victorian 
biog raphy attributed to great British and American leaders. Many edu
cated Japanese of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries found 
themselves receptive to such reassurances of their place in the world. 

Both books reSect a number of points about W estern culture which bad 
disturbed Uchimura and which to a lesser extent disturbed other highly 
educated young men who followed him and whose training made them 
partially Westernized and consequently alienated them from their fellow 
Japanese. 

How I Became a Christian first impresses a reader as frank autobiogra
phy. The subtitle, "Out of My Diary," heightens this impression. In form, 
the book consists of what seem to be direct quotations from a diary complete 
with dates; to these are added explanatory material about those quotations, 
and essays on subjects occasioned by the quotations. They deal with 
U chimura's life until his return from the United States: his family back
ground and childhood' conversion' a student church in Sapporo; the rest-

" -tal f less year in Tokyo; the arrival in the United States; work in a h.ospi or 
feeble-minded children; life in Amherst and in a theological seIIllnaryj and 
his impressions of "Christendom" when he got home. 

Numerous passages within the essays employ a style which impresses 
the reader with the complete sincerity of the author and alm~st co~pel~ .one 
to feel a sense of compassion for him. One paragraph descnbes his dlSillu-
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sian when he arrives in the United States to find it not the paradise he had 
been led to expect: 

o heaven, I am undone! I was deceived I I gave up wh:u was really Peace for that 
which is no Peace I To go back to myoid faith I :'1m now too ovc:rgrownj to acqui. 
esce in my new faith is impossible. 0 for Blessed Ignorance that might have kept me 
from the knowledge of hith other than that which sati~fied my good grandmal It 
made her industrious, patient, true; and not a compunction clouded her face as she 
drew her I3st breath. Hers was Peace and mine is Doubt. . ,1 

If some passages plead for pity, others cut with unexpected satire. He 
reflects, for instance, in the foIlowing words the shock he felt when he first 
encountered the profanity of a Christian nation: 

Yes, Hebraism in one sense at least, I found to be a common form [.ric] of speech in 
America. First of all, everybody has a H ebrew name, and even horses are christened 
there . . .. In a hotel-parlor we asked a respectable-looking gentleman how he liked 
the new president-elect (Cleveland), and his emphatic answer was strongly Hebraic. 
'By G-,' he said, 'I tell you he is a devil.' .... \Ve started in an emigrant train ta
ward the East, and when the car stopped with a jerk so that we were almost thrown 
out of our seats, one of our fellow-passengers expressed his vexation with another 
Hebraism, 'J- C--.'2 

Later on he shows both how h e understood the racial prejudice then 
prevalent on the East Coast and how it hurt to have every Oriental con
sidered a "Chinese," by which term as it was then used the Americans 

meant almost exclusively day laborers and menials: 

A group of young Japanese engineers went to examine the Brooklyn Bridge. When 
under the pier, the structure and tension of each of the suspending ropes were being 
discussed upon, a silk-hatted, spectacled, and decently dressed American gentleman 
approached them. Well John,' he intruded upon the Japanese scientists, 'these things 
must look awful strange to you from China, chi' One among the Japanese retorted 
the insulting question, and said, 'So they must be to you from Ireland.' The gentleman 
got angry and said, 'No, indeed not. I am not an Irish: 'And so we not ChiDese,' was 
t,he gentle rejoinder. It was a good blow, and the silk-hatted sulked away. He did not 
like to be called an Irish. a 

Such ~assages inv01ved readers deeply with Uchimura's preoccupations 
and convlDced them of his candor. The only alternative to deep inv01ve
ment was to put the book down. Whoever read HOtll I Became a Christian 
to its conclusion would feel himself in agreement with its author. Biogra

p~ers as a result have long accepted its contents as fact . Few men worthy of 
blOg;aphy have left such persuasive accounts of their youth, but careful 

readl?g ma~es .this one appear less valid, particularly with regard to Uchi~ 
mura s motivation for the trip to the United States . The search to discover 
what led him to America reveals much about reasons for the appeal of his 

1 Uchim,rra Kan=.6 Z~nfhu (ColJetfed Works of Uchimura Kanza), Tokyo, XV, pp. 91-9'" 
E.s:cept where otherWiSe noted, succeeding footnofes refer to this collection. 

"XV, pp. 81-8". 
3 XV, p. 90. 
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writing to Japanese and not to Westerners. At the same time it also illumi. 
nates some importa';lt facts about his biography. 

Other sources modify the evidence given in How I Became a Christian 
on two important points: the marriage and the conversion. When he wrote 
How I Became a Christian, these facts seemed to have been pivotal in his 
development. His inability to deal with them frankly when he later de. 
scribed that part of his life reflected deep ambivalence about the effect of 
Western culture in his life. The incursion of the West-and he considered 
both his conversion and his marriage a result of that incursion-had set him 
apart from his fellows. He lacked assurance that he really wanted to be the 
man that Western influence had made him. His ambivalence gave his work 
the cutting edge that either attracted or repelled readers. An understanding 
of the way the West's intrusion into Japan seemed to him bound up with 
these two events forms the necessary prelude to an examination of the books' 
effects on others. 

When he referred to the period in which these two events occurred. he 
arranged the facts to make himself appear the helpless victim of circum. 
stances and therefore not responsible for his actions. Yet in other portions 
of the same work he shows a concern for motivation that would indicate a 
strong sense of personal responsibility. Three Japanese.language works 
written at about the same time provide incidental references which show 
why these two events caused him such pain. Though none of them is 
specifically autobiographical, two reflect his own experience to varying de· 
grees; and the subject.matter along with the way it is treated gives the 
other book a particular relevance for the study of his biography. 

Consolations of a Christian (Kirisuto Shinto no Nagusame) describes 
in tones reminiscent of Job the many pitfalls which befall the Japanese 
Christian who tries to remain true to his ideals in a society hostile to them. 
Search After Peace (Kyuanroku) deals with the Christian's attempt to free 
himself from the toils of sin. Though he avers that they are not autobi· 
ographical. Uchimura says in one that he writes as a "representative of 
suffering Christians."· and in another he says he "lays bare his heart"5 the 
way a pomegranate so easily yields up its seeds when one opens it. 

The third book is Uchimura's first work of exegesis, The Book of Ruth 
(Rutsuki). Before Uchimura became a professional student of the Bible in 
1900. his works which took the form of exegesis in fact served other pur· 
poses. The Book of Ruth seems to be Uchimura's defense before the r~st of 
the Christian community for his divorce and refusal to accede to Takes rep 
quests for reconciliation. k 

Uchimura wrote How I Became a C/lristian and the other three wor s 
Within twelve months. He appears at the end of that time to have felt a sense 

4. Kirisuto Shinto no Nagusame, I, p. 3. 
G Kyiianrol{u, It p. 8I. 
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of weary catharsis like that of a patient emerging &om a psychoanalytic 
session. "1 have written so much about my person~1 experiences this 
year . .. that I have now no courage to expose more o~ ~yself, at least for 
some time."B This conndence to Bell confi rms the SUSpICion that he felt he 
had written more revealingly nbout himself than a casual reader would 
realize. 

The marriage and subsequent divorce more than any other single de
velopment had caused him pain, yet he never m entioned it directly in any 
of his writings. Readers would not expect an author to dwell on sllch OJ. per
sonal matter except that in the same work Uchimura evidences concern 
over the other very personal problems of motivation and sin; to anyone who 
reads about these other things thac trouble him so grea tly the divorce 
would seem relevant. Rather than refer to it, Uchimura interprets all his 
decisions from the time he enrolls in the Agricultural College to his trip 
to the United States as due to forces outside himself. His classmates make 
him become a Christian. H e uses the words of H osea to indicate that he is 
aIIured away from Sapporo to Tokyo, and then speaks of a "vacuum in my 
soul"7 which must be filled. H e goes to the United States as part of his 
search for such fulfillment. 

In each case the device enables him to avoid responsibility. Yet this at· 
tribution of motivation to forces outside himself changes to acute concern 
for his own motivation when he begins to discuss the actual trip to the 
United States. He starts out "to be a MAN first, and t/len a PATRIOT . . . "8 

and then in Pennsylvania enters a hospital to serve as an orderly among 
mentally retarded children with "somewhat the same aim as that which 
drove Martin Luther into his Erfurth convent," that is, to seek "refuge &om 
'the wrath to come.'''o The metaphor of a helpless pawn moved about by 
unseen forces has here been replaced by a frank concern which he attrib· 
utes to a sense of sin. 

Why did he feel so driven by sin? Christian confessional writings so take 
for granted this condition that readers tend to accept Uchimura's experi· 
ence as but one more example of a common phenomenon. Yet depth psy· 
chology has taught us to look carefully at consciousness of sin. There is 
little in How I Became a Christian to indicate that Uchimura had particu· 
Jar cause for such feelings. His youthful fears lest he defile himself and his 
concern over conversion seem to an observer a sign more of timidity than 
of :-vrongdoing, but he obviously could not view them so lightly. They re· 
~alOed sources of considerable misgiving, and later in conjunction with the 
divorce fr?m Take served to precipitate a profound spiritual crisis. The 
blow to hiS self·esteem caused by the divorce so shocked him that he could 

6 J4 December 1893; XX, p. 261. 

1 XV, p. 77. 
'XV, p. 78. 
"XV, p. 97. 
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never discuss it in public. The scattered references which appear to have 
relevance come from. the most P7rt from these three Japanese works; they 
support the hypo.th~sls that ~he divorce and the resultant sense of sin origi. 
nated in the confhcttng loyalties he felt to his mother and his wife. 

An English.language arLicle written shortly after the event delineates 
without reference to his own experience the pain that such a choice engend
ers : "The greatest stumbling-block to a Japanese in accepting the religion 
of Christ is, that Scripture which declares that a man shall 'leave his father 
and mother, and shall be joined unto his wife;' . . .. To the Japanese no re
lation can be greater than the sacred rdation of child to parent. Infidelity in 
this regard is, in Japan, synonymous with immorality."lo He wrote these 
lines after he left the hospital and before he went to Amherst, while op
pressed both by financial need and by spiritual turmoil. This article became 
the first in a series which discussed what concerned him personally in 
terms of cultural norms. 

After he had returned to Japan, he dealt, in greater depth, in The Book 
of Ruth with the problem of the duty of a child to its parent, particularly 
its mother. Although most of this work simply introduces the Bible story 
with explanatory material, at one point Uchimura points out Ruth's par
ticular significance for Japan by call ing it the Bible's "Onna Daigaku."l1 In 
this brief reference he recalls for Japanese readers a whole set of familiar 
ethical maxims which tried to lessen the friction between mother and 
daughter. in-law, endemic in a society where the bride lived with her hus
band's parents. These maxims agreed in their recommendation of a simple 
solution : the daughter-in-law should submit now in the expectation of fu
ture satisfaction when she herself would become a mother-in-law. 

In the light of such a tradit ion, the late-nineteenth<entury liberal Prot
estant egalitarian ideals for women troubled many Japanese who otherwise 
experienced little difficulty with Western ideals. Some who like Uchimura 
had accepted Westernization in all its forms during the 1880's found that 
this element in their new faith became one of those most criticized in the 
reaction against Westernization which characterized the 1890's. One Jap
anese Christian pastor during the height of the Westernization period had 
written a book in Japanese extolling the virtues of the American attitude 
toward women in contrast to the Japanese attitude. It seems to have offended 
no one. Ten years later when he used the same material in an English. 
language book entitled Th~ lapan~s~ Bride, his fellow Presbyterian pastors 
became so incensed that they expelled him from their number. 

The conscientious Japanese, caught in a situation where he bad to 

10 "Moral Traits of the 'Yamato-D;unasbii,'" TIIC MctnodjsJ &viclII, XVIII, Fifth SeriC$, 
Vol. tt, p. 56. Quoted at further length in my "Two Works by Uchimura.. Kan~o l!ntil Re
cently Unknown in Japan," T,.anJactionJ, Tllc [fllc,.national Con/c,.cnce 0/ OrlcntailslJ In lapan, 
III (1958), p. 27. 

11 I, p. 210. 
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decide between his mother and his wife, had very little choice. Popular tra
dition suggested suicide through which the partners could at least escape 
the constant strain of daily squabbles. To side with the mother was to 
honor the demands of giri, duty; to side with one's wife meant that one 
had fallen prey to nt'niol human sentiment. Society looked upon one who 
chose ninja as forsaking his duty to his parents for no better reason than to 
satisfy his selfish desires. 

Uchimura found in Ruth's loyalty to her mother-in-law Naomi a Biblical 
precedent for the traditional Japanese attitudes. His discovery must have re
lieved many Japanese Christians perplexed by the same problem at the same 
time and it provided himself with a kind of defense before the rest of the 
Christian community for his own rejection of Take. His writings and his 
subsequent actions in similar circumstances make one suspect that he had 
not thereby solved the problem for himself. In the first place) he knew the 
divorce had not resulted simply from disagreement between his mother and 
his wife. When he first confessed to his closest friend that he had sent Take 
home) he had said that "the testimonies of 4 or 5" had proven her "a wolf 
in sheep's skin,"J2 presumably meaning that she had been unf::tithful to 
him. Infidelity strikes at the core of a man's se1f.esteem. The traditional 
ethic did not particularly concern itself at this point, since it accepted oc
casional irregularities of this sort as a natural development in a society 
where marriages reRected more the advantages which it expected would ac
crue to the families than the inclinations of the principals concerned. 

But at this point the modern, Western, and Christian element in Uchi
mura's personality would not let him rest. He had implored T ake to marry 
him against the wishes of his parents, yet he had not mustered courage 
enough to keep her in the face of his mother's opposition. His Christian 
conversion into a new life had brought with it the responsibility to follow 
the dictates of his conscience. In retrospect Uchimura could not say with 
assurance that he had followed those dictates; in any case) his failure in mar
riage and refusal to accept Take back had both cost him the respect of his 
fellow Christians and driven him abroad. 

A number of passages in his work indicate that the divorce occasioned 
the oppressive sense of sin in him because to him it proved he could not 
accept the awesome responsibility he wanted to take upon himself: the re
sponsibility for his nation before God. When he felt himself unable to ac
cept that responsibility, he despaired and sought solace either as a son at his 
mother's knee or as a husband consoled by his wife. When at the begin
ning of the passage in which he describes his journey to the United States he 
says he went "to become a MAN first:'Ii!. the word "man" could have-and 
there is reason to believe it did have-the twin meanings of both "adult" 
and "capable male." Yet even this ideal seemed out of his reach. On the next 

12 Letter to Miyabe KiDgo. 27 October 1884; XX, p. 126. 
ta XV. p. 78. 
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page of Hotu I Became a Clm'stian he mingled symbols of Japanese _ 
triotism with the desire of the child for protection. As the ship bearing hk 
to the United States leaves Tokyo Bay: 

Th~ yonder i~perial peak [Fujq that hangs majestically against the western sky, 
wlucecapped With eternal snow,-Is that not her chaste brow, the inspirer of the na
tion's heart? The pine.clad hills that encircle the peak, the golden fields that in its 
bottom lie,-is that not the bosom that suckled me, and the knee that took me Up?H 

When he left for the States his mother apparently still represented for 
him the symbol of protection and stood in opposition to the "man" he 
wished to become. His trip to America cut him off from her and forced 
him to find a kind of independence. Another passage in The Book of Ruth 
may show how Take had ea rl ier unwittingly contributed to his inability 
to side with her against his mother. There he points out how the modern 
woman's concern with new hobbies and techniques unconnected with 
housekeeping keeps her from her functions as a wife: "Though she knows 
how to play the piano, she knows not how to console her husband."15 With 
both his mother and Take in the same home, the mother may have pro-
vided more of the support he felt he needed. 

Examples like these indicate that Uchimura, convinced that his sin re
sulted from his inability to harmonize the demands of his society repre
sented by his mother and those of his own faith represented by his con
science, worked out in Tile Book 01 Rutll a solution which accorded with 
traditional values only. The analogy of Rutll which satisfied them did not 
include any reference to the role of a living husband. Since both Ruth and 
her mother-in-law were widows, they had only themselves to contend with; 
but both husbands had been part of the equation in the Uchirnura home. 

The book of Hosea in the Bible presented a differeD[ answer to the 
problem of infidelity. There the husband actively sought reconciliation 
with his erring wife. Uchimura when he wrote these words knew this pas
sage and had been introduced to it by a friend who probably intended 
thereby to counsel reconciliation with Take. But at the time of the divorce, 
Uchimura had seized upon the language of seduction in another part of the 
same passage as evidence-even though it spoke of alluring "her"l~-:-~at 
God was leading him to America. To have succeeded at reconCIliation 
would have invited further disagreement with his mo~er, and ~e. ~hose to 
see himself in terms of a woman rather than accept hiS responSIbility as a 
man. 

Though in The Book 01 Ruth and other writings he adopted a solution 
that favored tradition and his mother, isolated passages indicate that in the 
depths of his heart he recognized how both he and his mother had wronged 

HXV. p. 79. 
HI. p. 250. 

18 XV, p. 67. 
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Take. In The Book of Ruth he defends the Christian ethic as superior to 
the Japanese counterpart because it stresse~ the responsibility of the strong 
to show consideration toward the weak. HIS mother should have been more 
understanding. Other passages indicate that he had come to recognize both 
the pain he had given Take and the misplaced hopes with which he had 
entered matrimony. In the Consolations he declares that he had been 
abandoned by his fellow Christians, for what reason he does fiot say, 
though it appears to have been his refusal to accept Take back. At that 
time, "My position was just like that of a pitiable woman who has greatly 
praised her husband in order to remain faithful to him, her sole support; 
after all this she is divorced by him she loves so well over some little mis
understanding."l7 In Search After Peace he suggests that a "home" (he uses 
kana to transliterate the English word) may become the solution for his 
sense of sin and quotes the following passage to show the forces that bring 
him to this decision: 

But thou the bl3ck-eycd, sweet-voiced maiden take, 
Forget thy griefs, thy gloomy thoughts forsake ;lS 

A few lines further along he ends with the curt observation that mar
riage is "not tile place to seek peace but to give it."U) He had learned that the 
marriage had failed partly because he had neither sufficiently understood nor 
supported rus bride. He demonstrated his new understanding when in the 
first months of his two later marriages he avoided a repetition of earlier COD

flict by living alone with his brides instead of bringing them into his par
ents' home. Though the divorce was the major event that forced Vchi
mura into his intense introspection, when he arrived in the Christian world 
and found it did not fulfill his expectations, he had cause to doubt the wis
dom of another and prior decision: his conversion to Christianity itself. 
The failure of the Americans to accept him made him suspect that his con
version to Christianity had served to set him apart from the mass of his 
fellows without gaining him entry into any larger community_ His dedi
cation would not let him forget his conversion and lapse into apostasy in the 
manner of many of rus fellows. But he did indicate in numerous passages 
throughout his works that his conversion had been "unfortunate."2o And 
as he looked back on his conversion fifteen years earlier, to record the 
event in How I Became a Christian, he seems to have stretched the truth 
enough to prick his sensitive conscience. He writes that the upperc1assmen 
"forced me to sign the covenant ... . "21 and that "My name, I suppose, stood 
the last but one or twO."22 

11 I , p. 24. 

18.1, p. 120; the quotation is not from a weH-known work. Its style makes it appcar to be 
late-olOctcenth.century Amcrican. Uchimura probably ran across it while he was in the United 
States and remembercd it ~ause of the particular associations it brought to mind. 

HI I, p. 121. 
20S f' R ee, or J.Dstancc, yuzanrok,tt II p 84 
21XV,p.x6. ' , .. 
22 XV, p. lB. 
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The testimony of others among his classmates raises doubts about his 
statement in one important respect. They agree with his recollection that he 
led the opposition of those who did not want to sign-even to the extent 
of making an excursion to a local shrine where, as he says, he "prostrated 
myself on coarse dried grass, and there burst into a prayer as sincere and 
genuine as any I have ever offered to my Christian God since."23 The testi
mony of the others does not corroborate, however, Uchimura's contention 
that he was "last but one or two" or that the signing of others threatened to 
leave him "alone ... a ... much detested idolator, the incorrigible worship
per of wood and stones."24 His name was in fact about half way down the 
list of those who signed, and he affixed his signature the day after his best 
friend and closest academic competitor had signed.2ti His need to stand 
among those whose academic ability marked them as men who would gain 
national prominence prevailed over his conscientious scruples. He could 
have found considerable comradeship among those who neither signed nor 
later became Christians, and his diffident, qualifying "1 suppose" can be 
seen as tacit recognition that his own ambition had played an important 
part in this decision. 

By the time Uchimura had finished all of these books based on his own 
experiences, he had worked through the problem to a solution which sat
isfied both the demands of his people's culture and his own conscience. In 
none of these books could he discuss directly the issues as he felt them. But 
in How I Became a Christian he dealt with the sensitive points more di
rectly than in the others. Used in conjunction with the Japanese-language 
works it demonstrates the result of Western intrusion as Uchimura in
terpreted it: the source of his unresolved conflict and the basis for aggres
sion toward the West. The West and its people had hurt him in many ways, 
and as he attempted with blunt frankness to describe his anguish. his words 
carried a sting that could either inspire or annoy. 

The second of Uchimura's English-language works, Japan and the Jap
anese, reflects an increased self-confidence. Where How I Became a Chris
tian seeks pity for the plight of the convert and. by implicit extension, the 
aggrieved Japanese in general, this work aims to enhance Uchimura's own 
background in the eyes of the West. It consists of six chapters which pro
pound the thesis, though it is stated tentatively, that Japanese leaders in the 
past have been comparable to the great European leaders: men of towering 
moral stature. Uchimura implies that if these leaders had known Christian
ity, they would have been the equal of any figures in Western history. 

Uchimura's introduction deals with the land and the people of Japan. 

2a xv, p. 15. The passage about his conversion is also contained in Ryiisuu T$unoda, 
W. T. deBary, et aI., SOllr~es of Japanese Tradition, New York, 1958, pp. 849"50. 

2t. XV, p. 15. 

2/; Oshima Masatoshi, Kflrakfl Sensei to Sono Deshjt4~h;, the photograph facing p. 128 and 
p. 138• 
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He believed that land-forms inAuenced human behavior. Japan's mountains 
cut the land up into small units much as the European moumains cut it up 
into small segments. The similar land-form has resulted in individuals in 
Europe and Japan who resemble ea~h other except .for the difference in stature. 

In his succeeding chapters Uchlffiura deals With five great men; each of 
them is seen to represent a type. A short introduction to each biography 
indicates the significance to Japanese society of the type that the individual 
represems. Uesugi Y5zan is the ideal feudal ruler who brought a wasteland 
back into production, while Ninomiya Sontoku (Kiojiro) is the ideal feudal 
commoner who rose by his diligence and rectitude to a position of gn~at 
responsibility for economic development. Saigo Takamori represents Ja
pan's statesmen. He helped, in Uchimura's opinion, to set Japan on its path 
toward modernity. As a person he was humble and straightforward: a Puri
tan like Cromwell, capable as a leader in the War of the Restoration but also 
possessed of a womanly pity which he demonstrated when he spared 
Tokyo during the war. His only weakness was his too great concern for the 
opinions of his subordinates; he let them talk him into the rebellion of 1877, 
and this brought about his downfall. By his selfless service to the nation, he 
made of it a "moral product" similar to Luther's Germany, Cromwell's 
England, and Washington's America.!!6 

Nakae Toju represems all teachers of ethics. H e was a samurai with 
scholarly inclinations who, after he had finished his training, turned down 
a promising career to care for his mother in their country home. As a teacher 
he exceIIed many of his modern successors; he taught only small groups 
and knew each student "by his name.,,27 His moral rectitude influenced the 
whole province where he made his home so that he remained an inspira
tion to its people three hundred years after his death. 

The last man Uchimura considers is Nichiren, the great thirteenth
century Buddhist prophet. Uchimura compares him to Luther on tWO 
counts : the first his concern over the wrongs of the religious establishment, 
and the second his adoption of a single book as the source of his faith . He 
d:pended on the Lotlls Sutra (Hokekya) much as Luther had relied on the 
Blble. In his A Treatise on Bringing Peace and Righteousness (Uchimura's 
t~a~slation for Rissha Ankoku Ron), Nichiren used his religious con
~lCt10ns to ~arn ~he leaders of the state that it would perish if they did not 
live an upnght Me. In sum, Nichiren was "a soul sincere to its very core, 
the ~onestest of men, the bravest of Japanese . . .. "28 A few pages late~, 
Uchlm~~ e~ds th: book with the following sentence : "Nichiren minus hIS 
combattv,ty IS our zdeal religious man:'29 

Though the style of Uchimura's writing does not appeal today as it 

20 XV, p. 224. 

21 XV, p. 270. 

28 XV, p. 310. 

2' XV, p. 314. 
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would have to those accustomed to Victorian prose, and though later 
scholarship has produced better studies on some of the men he mentioned 
the book holds an important place in the history of the interpretation of 
Japan to the West. For many years it was the best source in the English 
language on any of the men it described. It preceded the work of Anesaki 
Masaharu on Nichiren by twenty years, for instance, and the work of R. C. 
Armstrong on Ninomiya Sontoku by fifteen years. 

Though both Japan and tll(~ Japanese and How I Became a Christ jan 
constitute important elements in the history of the presentation of Japan to 
the West, they are significant here Dot so much for the subjects they ad~ 
dress directly as for what they say about Uchirnura and his fellow Japanese. 
When Uchimura set out to tell the Westerners what he considered to be the 
true facts about Japan, he assumed that once told, the foreigner would re~ 
spect the Japanese as equals. Uchimura stood as a middleman between two 
upright men, onc of whom, he was convinced, did not respect the other. 
By his use of the Westerner's language and his knowledge of the West, he 
hoped to elicit respect for his people. 

The Japanese attempt to "explain" their country to Westerners has been 
a major theme in Japan's modern development. In the nineteen~twenties 
and ~thirties the facts became increasingly inexplicable, and those who were 
given the rask to justify them suffered greatly. One thinks, for instance, of 
Inazo Nitobe who died in British Columbia, after attending the 1933 in· 
ternational conference of the Institute of Pacific Relations in Banff and 
later delivering a number of public lectures where he had been hard pressed 
to defend Japanese policy. By then, the roughshod milirary had begun to 
mock the attempt of Japanese moderates to explain their nation's foreign 
policy in humanitarian terms. 

Nitobe was one of a number of writers who had become well known in 
the West for his works which auempted to explain Japanese culture. His 
Bus"jdo is still quoted, as is Okakura Tenshin's Book of Tea and the works 
of Lafcadio Hearn (also a middleman between the two cultures though ~e 
had started as a British subject). Though Uchimura's writings of thiS 
sort are less well known, they had appeared earlier. Uchimura wrote his 
first effort of this sort, "The Moral Traits of the Yamato~Damashii," in 
188S. Japan and t"e Japanese was written the same year as Hearn's first 
work on Japan, five years before Bus"jdo, and twelve years before the 
BOok of Tea. 

By the time Uchimura wrote, numerous travel books in Western lan~ 
guages had dealt with Japan; most of them pictured it as a never~never 
land of little people and miniature landscapes. Even more irritating to one 
who saw his country as more than that, each of the major Japanese:: .ports 
had an English~language newspaper edited by a foreigner whose ability at 
cutting criticism often excelled his understanding of what he saw. In 19oo 
such editors presided over ten such papers. 
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By that time many Japanese had learned sufficient E~glish to reply to 
the foreigner in his own language. At l~~st o~e of the major Japanese mag. 
azines started an English-language edmon 111 1894, and the government 
seems to have sponsored the Japan Times, which began in 1897, to meet the 
same need. Uchimura himself was called to Tokyo in 1897 to edit an Eng_ 
lish-language column in a leading Japanese-language newspaper, and even 
Katayama Sen planned a page in English when he started his little LAbor 

World (Roda S'kai). 
Any Japanese well enough trained to undertake the defense of his people 

that such responsibility implied found himself in a difficult position. He 
himself had very probably felt the sting of the Westerners' assumption that 
as a Japanese he could not equal them. How I Became a Christian contains a 
number of examples of Uchimura's reaction to such assumptions, and his 
later recollections contain many more. Once, he says, a pastor in America 
had told him to study American churches carefully so that he could de~ 
velop similar ones on his return. Uchimura replied that he wanted "to 
build a truly independent church which can serve as a model for Arneri~ 
cans." The preacher then turned to his wife and said, "Did you hear what 
this Japanese young man said just now?30 Uchimura also recalled thirty 
years after the fact that in the difficult Kyoto days while h e was trying to 
establish himself as a writer, one of his Amherst classmates who visited him 
there could not believe that he was writing original works. The friend 
asked what he was doing: "'I am writing.' ... 'What are you trallslating?' 
... 'I am expressing my own thoughts.' He could only reply, 'Indeed!' "31 

Uchimura might well have been similarly vexed at the great German 
Orienta list and bibliographer, Oskar Nachod, had he known how Nachod 
assumed in his listing of the 1908 version of Japan and the Japanese that it 
was an Englishe Obersetzung des ;apaniscllen Originales.32 If these friends 
and experts on Japan could not understand, how much could one expect 
from the average man with litde training? 

In spite of the pique engendered by these evidences of what seemed lack 
of respect. an honest doubt that Japan was worthy of greater respect made it 
more difficult for sensitive men like Uchimura and Nitobe to defend their 
nation. It is easy to forget today that the myths of Western innate superiority 
swayed even highly educated Japanese at the time. They often doubted 
whether ~ey could in good conscience claim equality. In Search After 
Peace Uchlffiura indicates that he feels the Japanese constitutionally unable 
to control the effects of liquor as well as Westerners can. And in an early 
work that sketched out a number of his later themes, he said, "It is ... doubt· 
ful ... whether we were made to cope with the sturdy Cossacks or the 

ao "Kc:nbun N' S "s' II UK" h~ an, elS 0 no Ken/Olf/, No, 43 (August 1903), pp. 481-~; Xlii, p, 84, 
Insuto S Into no Nagtuame I pp 7 

82 Bibliograpl,y 01 the lapanese Em~ire: IV, 1906'28 (London, 1928), p, 502. 
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Sales did not justify the hopes that such reviews raised; the volume Was 

reprinted neither in the United States nor in Japan. 
If the English.speaking world had not been prepared for Uchimura's 

message in the nineties, Western Europe welcomed it a decade later. One of 
the copies of the American edition feU into the hands of a German student 
of theology named Wilhelm Gundert. After he had read How I Became a 
Christian, he went to Japan to work with Uchimura and lived in a nearby 
house for a number of years. Gundert translated How I Became a Chn'stian 
into German and saw it through publication; later it was reprinted. Subse
quent translations appeared in Denmark, Sweden, Finland, and France 
(this apparently a pirated edition). Before World War II Japan gained 
notoriety through its pirating of Western works. She did not act outside 
the law as she was not a party to the International Copyright Convention. 
This was one of the few times when her failure to sign the Convention 
worked to the disadvantage of her citizens. 

Very probably it was this French edition that the aged Clemenceau read 
with the comment that he "would like to meet and talk to the author" some 
time38_a remark that greatly cheered the aging Uchimura. A surprising 
number of senior German scholars even now remember the work and its 
influence on them. 

Japan and the Japanese never got a reading in the lands for which it was 
intended. It was published twice in Japan, the second time as Representa
tive Men of Japan; for this new edition Uchimura removed many of the 
asperities which had marked the original. Gundert seems to have found a 
translator for it and had it published in Germany. It succeeded only mildly 
in each country, in contrast to Nitobe's similar work, Bushido, which had 
within seven years of publication gone into nine other languages and been 
reprinted at least ten times in the English original. Okakura's work was in 
its twelfth edition in 1926. 

Over the years both HOl(j I Became a Christian and Japan and the Jap
anese appeared in Japanese translation and as a result became available to a 
much larger public within Japan. Though not as influential in this form 
before the war as either Bushido or The Book of Teal which also had been 
translated, they appear from chance references to be at least as well re
membered today as either of the others. 

Both Uchimura's works which had originally been written in English 
share with Consolations of a Christian and Search After Peace a sense of 
unresolved conflict. The similarities end here. In the two Japanese-language 
works there seems to be DO solution for the despair excepting faith in God; 
he~ce without it readers might turn to the solution posed by the naturalist 
wnters who looked for meaning in the individual alone. In the English
language works there is a clear target for tensions. It is the West, and for 

38D' N larY.27 ovember 1929. Seisho no Kenl(yu, 354 (January 1930), p. 25; XVIII, p. 894· 
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Uchimura at this time, this concept referred to Great Britain and the United 
States. 

N~merous 'pa~sages ridicule: conter:nporary prejudices-particularly 
AmerIcan pr~J~dlces-or questIOn attitudes that Americans cherished. 
Praise fo~ tradtuonal Japanese g~ver~ment provides opportunity to question 
democratic forms. What Uesugl Yozan "accomplished in his lifetime we 
never shall even though we wrangle constitutionally till the end of . .. time "38 

or, "Ie is foolishness to imagine that tyranny of any sort can make no 'en. 
trance into ballot boxes.""o The conjugal felicity of Nakae Toju allows Uchi. 
mura to jab at what seems to him preoccupation with the wives of great 
men. He will mention Nakae's wife, he says, since Westerners "seem to 
judge a man more by this relation than any otheL""1 

These little barbs would have hurt the members of missionary societies, 
those otherwise most interested in Uchimura's life and his people. They felt 
that they had done much in their efforts to assist the Japanese, and they 
would have little reason to understand in their quiet New England hamlets 
why the visitor whom they had welcomed made fun of so much they 
cherished. His use of pious stereotypes-the word "heathen" for instance
would have put off other Americans who agreed with his criticism of can· 
descension mingled with racial intolerance. Uchimura in later life referred 
to the poor sale of these books to support his conviction that the members of 
the English-speaking world had never understood him. True, very few 
Anglo..saxons understood him, but he did little to make himself attractive 
to any among them except those who went out of their way to agree with 
him. That the six reviewers all regarded How I Becam~ a Christian so 
highly reHects an ability to tolerate the aggressiveness that often emanates 
from assumptions of inferiority-an ability which is rare at any time and 
more characteristic of the contemporary Anglo-Saxon world than of its 
nineteenth-century counterpart. 

The twentieth century finds the Anglo-Saxons much less assured and at 
the same time much less defensive. The works of Gandhi have taught them 
how the white superiority that characterized nineteenth.century ~r~testa~t. 
ism deeply hurt many of the most sensitive individuals whom ~sslOnanes 
tried to convert. And at the same time Englishmen and AmerIcans have 
come to realize that friendly criticism should be accepted-at least if it re· 
fers to a period eighty years in the past. Americans today would find much 
of interest in How I B~cam~ a Clm·stian. 

Early in this century the Germans and others who welcomed ~~e books 
had broader attitudes toward mission work and hence toward miSSion can· 
verts. Like Uchimura they found themselves unhappy wi~ .many aspects ?f 
the evangelical Calvinism which so dominated the miSSIonary scene 1Il 

at !apan and the !apanes~, XV, p. 246 . 
• 0 Ibid., p. 225. 

U Ibid., p. 281. 
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Great Britain and the United States. Uchimura scoffed at the same Ameri_ 
cao attitudes that also annoyed them; as a result they could enjoy Uchi_ 
mura's satire with him. 

Japanese readers of the~e ~olumes in transIa~ion of course could not 
know the details of the motivatJOo that made Uchunura at once subservient 
and moralizing toward the Anglo-Saxon world . They could easily sense, 
however, that he had suffered for his Westerness, for they too felt that they 
had suffered in a way that seemed similar. Uchimura depicted his own ex
perience so that Japanese readers who had received the new higher educa_ 
tion identified with him. 

Since they felt that the West had also upset their lives and threatened 
their nation, they welcomed the stimulus that he gave them for venting their 
own ire. A Japanese physician who had studied medicine in the United 
States later exulted that Hot/! I Became a Christian had provided him with 
"good material ... for attacks on the Americans" in his class.42 Many of the 
scenes in Hot/! I Became a Christian which would appear to a Western 
reader to refer to Uchimura's personal experiences would impress Japanese 
readers as examples of concern over race . The best examples are in his con
frontation scenes when he describes his initial visits to American schools 
where he would later study and live. He awaits nervously his first eo
counter with the famous man who is in charge. Will he be accepted? At one 
level his concern is that of any young aspirant for admittance; but to Jap
anese readers it was one of their number who sought acceptance in the 
West. For them his anxiety had the additional significance of acceptance on 
racial grounds. They also found in Uchimura an expression of the concern 
that \Vestern attitudes toward women cause them. The problems associated 
with "ladies first" (re£det fuasuto) still perturb many Japanese in their coo
templation of the West or anticipation of trips abroad. Uchimura had orig
inally become involved in his disastrous marriage at least in part because he 
felt that such selection of a mate was the "modern" or Western way. The 
complications in his life that had followed upon his rash act had deeply 
hurt him. Because he did not refer to the divorce in his writings, his readers 
did not know of it, but in his interpretation of Ruth and in his barbs aimed 
at Western attitudes they found convincing confirmation garbed in Western 
attire for their own views. 

~inal1YJ in the general anomie metaphors-like that of the "vacuum" 
which drew him abroad-his readers could see a reflection of their own 
feelings of helplessness. Their experience with Western culture had robbed 
the~ of a firm psychological and spiritual mooring in Japan. and they toO 
felt It~ forces drawing them helpless into perilous intellectual whirlpools. 

It IS not surprising, then, that these works which Uchimura wrote fOf a 
Western public found their most enthusiastic readers in his own country 

4: Minamoto, Kcnji, Shin no Uchimtlra Kanzo to C/lil{ara no Niichie, p. 19. 
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and took an honored position there among his works originally written in 
Japanese. In the very act of pleading the cause of his people against the 
West, he had treated themes and used expressions which helped Japanese 
understand the problems which they felt the intruding West had visited 
upon them. 

University of British Columbia 


